Travel Talk Programme
Language Course for students aged 50+

Format
Travel Talk is our exciting language and cultural activities course
exclusively for the over 50’s age group. Tailor made to the demands
of this group, Alpha College offers a programme which combines
enjoyable language practice with exciting opportunities to explore
Ireland’s unique cultural heritage.
The programme is designed to be flexible and to respond to the needs of each group. The attached programme gives a flavour
of options which are available. The programme can also focus on the interests of the group such as music, history, architecture,
nature or sports such as golf, fishing or horse riding. Participants can even start a new skill with some lessons in digital
photography from a professional. All programme activities are accompanied by an expert guide who makes the students feel
welcome from the moment they arrive.

Course Dates
12th June 2017; 4th Septemer 2017
Closed groups with specific interests or from specialised clubs can be arranged on request.
1-week programmes can also be organised if required.

Course Fees
Package € 690 per person, gross, per two weeks.
Includes 15 language lessons per week, all study materials and social programme.

Not included
Registration fee, accommodation, local transport

Accommodation
Homestay. Standard, single room accommodation, half board: bed, breakfast, evening meal Monday - Friday; all meals Saturday
and Sunday - cost € 180 per week ( +€30 per week for private bathroom).
Some twin or double rooms available for couples or friends wishing to share a bedroom - cost €150 per person per week ( +€25
per person per week for private bathroom).
Accommodation can also be arranged in hotels or guesthouses at extra cost.
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